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Many scholars have critically studied Ming chuanqi drama as Chinese literature, history and cultural representation, acknowledging that the genre was not only produced for reading but also for multi-media performance. How chuanqi text was, and/or can be, realized on stage is nevertheless an understudied topic. For instance, how chuanqi aria lyrics (qu) can be read and performed as songs/musical compositions is a question that has few musicologically illustrated answers. Many studies would only address the issues with theoretical prescriptions and/or observations on the ways linguistic and melodic aspects of the arias are interrelated. To probe the issues of writing, reading and performing chuanqi drama musically, this talk presents a case study, one that musicologically examines the “Happy Time” scene in the southern version of The Story of the Western Wing (南西廂). This talk posits that unless chuanqi texts are read musically, their operatic artistry and creativity will be glossed over, and the sonic expressions and meanings of the dramas, unappreciated.
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